Cognitive performance in early Parkinson's disease.
The cognitive, memory and psychomotor performance of 67 patients with Parkinson's disease who had not received any antiparkinson medication was compared with the performance of 43 healthy subjects matched by age and education. The principal impairments in the patients were motor ones, evident in various tests such as general motor slowness and delayed initiation of movement, and they correlated with clinical rigidity and hypokinesia but not with tremor. The performance of the patients was inferior to that of the controls in memory tests involving the processing of information and learning (logical memory, associative learning) but not in less demanding tasks such as the retrieval of numbers. The total disability was due to a combined effect of aging and disease. A decrease of about 15% in the psychomotor and cognitive performance, related to aging alone, can be expected to occur between the ages of 50 and 70. The performance of the patients in memory tests and other tests evaluating cognitive capacity did not correlate either with their motor disability or with their mood. A possibility therefore exists that biological processes behind the cognitive decline and the motor disability are separate, even if they may occur simultaneously.